How to convert YouTube to other videos

How to convert YouTube to other videos?
Xilisoft YouTube Video Converter not only can help you download FLV videos from
YouTube, but also can convert YouTube videos to any video formats to fit your
various digital devices with fast speed, even if you are a freshman.
The bellowed tips will tell you how to convert YouTube to AVI, MPEG, MP4, 3GP,
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, H.264/PSP AVC, MOV, RM, ASF, SWF, etc.
1. Free download the powerful and simple-to-use Xilisoft YouTube Video Converter,
install and launch.
2. This smart FLV to video converter software provides three easy downloading
ways to meet different needs. You can choose one of these ways like directly drag
the video file to Drop Zone, drag URL to main window, or copy URL to "New Task"
dialog box to download your beloved video from YouTube.com.
3. Choose the proper destination and the profile.
4. Click "OK" button! And the "downloading + converting" one-step solution offers
you the simplest way to accomplish your YouTube to any video format downloading
task. After waiting a few minutes, you can play the downloaded and converted video
on your any portable devices like PSP, iPod, iPhone.
Tips 1: If you need, append many tasks at one time and the YouTube video
converter will convert them one by one for saving your time.
Tips 2: Xilisoft YouTube Video Converter not only can support converting videos
from YouTube.com, but also help you convert FLV files on your local computer.
Tips 3: The independent FLV player is built in this software to let you watch
downloaded YouTube videos more conveniently.
All these features can make the whole FLV to any video conversion much easier and
faster, come and visit more information at: The Powerful YouTube Converter.
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